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In 2016 Angola was hit by an unprecedented yellow fever urban outbreak which spread to neighbouring countries and generated local transmission, including in the Democratic Republic of the Congo’s capital Kinshasa. The epidemic created an urgent need for more than 28 million doses of yellow fever vaccines total, which exhausted the existing global vaccine supply. It also diverted public health authorities from tackling other public health issues – with an impact on health systems.

In response to the Angola outbreak, the comprehensive global strategy to Eliminate Yellow fever Epidemics (EYE) was developed by WHO and partners in a matter of a few months given the on-going urgency and the looming risk of spillover to Asia, as 11 cases were exported to China.

Part of the complexity of the global issue of yellow fever epidemics is the multifactorial and evolving nature of risk and its inherent unknowns. The risk of large yellow fever epidemics and exportation to Asia or other areas with potential for yellow fever transmission – such as Zika- or dengue-prone areas – remains daunting. Yellow fever outbreaks could easily turn into public health emergencies of international concern (PHEICs) and must be prevented to not only minimize mortality, morbidity, and disruption of health systems, but also to preserve economies and social development.

The strategic principles described herein were validated by the Strategic Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE) on Immunization in October 2016 and approved by the Gavi Board in December 2016. They capture the risk as perceived at that time and are meant to be tailored to an evolving global risk balanced against global vaccine supply and demand. The priorities will continue to be fine-tuned as global risks are analysed and monitored, multi-year work plans and forecasts are developed, and as countries successfully implement vaccination activities.

The EYE strategy aims at building a global coalition of countries and partners to tackle the increased risk of yellow fever epidemics in a coordinated manner and is an opportunity to demonstrate new ways of managing the complex world of re-emerging infectious diseases. The development and implementation of the strategy would not have been possible without the collective effort of global partners and all stakeholders. We are very grateful to them for their input, expertise, commitment, support and partnership – all of which will ensure that the world achieves the goal of global elimination of yellow fever epidemics. We are particularly grateful to the core EYE partners Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, and the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) that form the governance and implementation body for EYE along with WHO.

Sylvie Briand, Director
Infectious Hazard Management (IHM) Department
WHO Health Emergencies (WHE) Programme
Executive summary

The global health community is facing an increased risk of urban outbreaks of yellow fever (YF). The risk of international spread, YF’s changing epidemiology and resurgence of mosquitoes pose an emerging global threat that requires new strategic thinking.

This document describes the reasoning behind and need for an updated, long-term (2017-2026) and global strategy to “Eliminate Yellow fever Epidemics” (EYE). The strategy includes three strategic objectives: (1) protect at-risk populations, (2) prevent international spread and (3) contain outbreaks rapidly.

The document is intended to be used at national, regional and global level by partners, donors, public health officers, national health authorities, and technical or non-technical experts seeking an overview of the EYE strategy.

The EYE strategy is comprehensive, multi-component and multi-partner. In addition to recommending vaccination activities, it calls for building resilient urban centres, planning for urban readiness, and strengthening the application of the International Health Regulations (2005) (IHR).

The EYE strategy is an unprecedented initiative as it brings together multiple partners willing to support countries to achieve a common goal of making the world safer. It targets the countries and regions that are considered most vulnerable to YF outbreaks. The classification of countries’ risk was revised to account for criteria associated with the changing epidemiology of the disease such as environmental factors, population density and vector prevalence. A total of 40 countries (27 countries in Africa and 13 countries in the Americas) are considered to be at highest risk for YF. In these countries, large scale access to yellow fever vaccines is critical to establish and maintain high levels of immunity among adult and childhood populations. In Africa, 5 countries still need to introduce the vaccine into their routine immunization schedules and 12 countries should complete national mass preventive campaigns. All countries at risk for YF in the Americas have introduced the vaccine into routine vaccination programmes, but 11 of them should plan catch-up campaigns targeting unprotected pockets of their populations.
Rapid containment of outbreaks is essential to ensure they do not amplify into devastating epidemics. Reactive vaccination programs should be part of the outbreak response as well as surveillance strengthening to enhance early detection of cases, vector control and community mobilization. That will require improving laboratory capacity, building on existing surveillance networks and extending the currently limited laboratory diagnostic in-country options.

A revolving mechanism will be put in place to give countries facing emergency needs for YF vaccine access to the internationally managed stockpile. Over the coming decade, vaccine manufacturers are expected to be able to meet the global demand of 1.38 billion doses needed to eliminate the risk of YF epidemics. This will require maximizing their production, particularly in the first 5 years.

**Cross-cutting core support activities** will be initiated from the start of EYE to ensure success through (1) availability of accessible, affordable vaccines procured in a sustained vaccine market, and mechanisms to cope with surges in YF vaccine demand; (2) political commitment at regional and country levels fostered by strong advocacy; (3) robust governance and strong monitoring; (4) synergies with other programmes and sectors; and (5) research to support better tools and informed practices.

The EYE strategy was scientifically validated by the Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on Immunization (SAGE) in October 2016 and approved by the Gavi Board in December 2016. The strategy will succeed by engaging countries and multidisciplinary partners, and by coordinating efforts well. No country or institution can tackle the global issue of YF epidemics alone.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDCARN</td>
<td>Emerging Diseases Clinical Assessment and Response Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELISA</td>
<td>Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPI</td>
<td>Expanded Programme on Immunization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNV</td>
<td>French Neurotropic Vaccine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYE</td>
<td>Eliminate Yellow fever Epidemics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAVI</td>
<td>Global Alliance for Vaccine and Immunation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOARN</td>
<td>Global Outbreak and Alert response Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRYF</td>
<td>Scientific and technical advisory group on geographical YF risk mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVAP</td>
<td>Global Vaccine Action Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ</td>
<td>Headquarter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICG</td>
<td>International Coordinating Group for vaccine provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHM</td>
<td>Infectious Hazards Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHR</td>
<td>International Health Regulations (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSF</td>
<td>Médecins Sans Frontières</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Polymerase Chain Reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Population Immunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMVC</td>
<td>Preventive Mass Vaccination Campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC</td>
<td>Programme and Policy Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRNT</td>
<td>Plaque Reduction Neutralization Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>Regional Emergency Directors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RITAG</td>
<td>Routine Immunization Technical Advisory Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>Routine Immunization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGE</td>
<td>Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on Immunization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAG</td>
<td>Technical Advisory Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nations Children’s Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNPD</td>
<td>United Nation Population Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US CDC</td>
<td>United States Centers for Disease Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCAG</td>
<td>Vector Control Advisory Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>Vaccine Investment Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUENIC</td>
<td>WHO/UNICEF Estimates of National Immunization Coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YF</td>
<td>Yellow Fever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YFI</td>
<td>Yellow Fever Initiative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part 1.
Introduction

This strategic document focuses on activities recommended in Africa and Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC), where the disease is endemic. Many experts worry that the disease will reach other continents, especially Asia, and settle into autochthonous transmission there. This risk is difficult to estimate, and relates to factors such as the number of incoming viraemic travellers, the efficiency of local YF transmission (itself linked to environmental conditions, vectors’ competency to transmit YF), as well as possible cross-immunity acquired through exposure to other flaviviruses such as dengue. The EYE strategy aims at limiting the risk of YF exportation by protecting populations in areas currently endemic for YF, where the source of the disease is, and by protecting travellers who could spread it.

In 2016, two linked urban yellow fever (YF) outbreaks – in Luanda (Angola) and Kinshasa (Democratic Republic of the Congo; DRC), with wider international exportation from Angola to other countries, including China – have shown that YF poses a serious global threat requiring new strategic thinking.

The world has largely forgotten the threat posed by YF, but little more than a century ago it was a source of terror, decimating the populations of cities, destroying economies and driving political choices. Extensive, repeated epidemics in North American and European port cities during the 18th and 19th centuries spread panic, shutting down the cities and killing hundreds of thousands of people, not just from the disease but also from its economic and other impacts, such as starvation. An estimated 150 000 people died during epidemics in the United States alone, with the then capital Philadelphia losing 10% of its population in the 1793 outbreak, during which the American President, George Washington, fled the city with his government.

The major leaps in biomedical research at the end of the 19th century led to identification of mosquitoes as the source of YF transmission and experiments to identify the infective agent. With the newly opened Panama Canal markedly increasing population movements through YF endemic territory, the Rockefeller Foundation’s International Health Commission decided to set up teams to investigate YF eradication, first in South America, then later in Africa. This led to isolation of the YF virus strain in 1927, which in turn led to development of two vaccines, one grown in mouse brain (the “French neurotropic vaccine”; FNV) and later, by the Rockefeller team, the live attenuated 17D vaccine – a version of the safe, highly effective vaccine still used today, requiring only one shot to confer lifelong immunity and excellent cost–benefit ratios.
The French neurotropic YF vaccine was a good mass campaign vaccine because it was administered by scarification, permitting vaccination of up to 800 people per hour, or about 5000 per day. By 1953, 56 million Africans had been vaccinated. This led to a dramatic drop in cases in the francophone countries of Africa where vaccination was performed, whereas the disease remained epidemic in neighbouring Anglophone countries that did not practice vaccination, providing evidence that an effective vaccination strategy can achieve elimination of epidemics. However, the FNV caused some severe neurological adverse effects, which led to discontinuation of its use (production ceased in 1983), including its use in mass campaigns in Africa.

In the early 2000s, an increase in outbreaks in West Africa, with clusters of cases reported in urban settings, led to the launch of the YF Initiative¹, supported by Gavi, to reduce the risk of urban outbreaks. This three-pronged strategy, which began in 2005, included the introduction of the YF vaccine into routine child immunization programmes in endemic countries, mass preventive campaigns in at-risk areas, and the setting up of a global vaccine stockpile to permit rapid emergency mass campaigns in response to outbreaks. This led to vaccination of 114 million people and has prevented epidemics in West Africa since 2010. However, reduction of risk in West Africa did not alter risk in central and eastern African countries, where most recent outbreaks have occurred. A modelling study based on African data sources estimated that the burden of YF during 2013 was 84 000–170 000 severe cases and 29 000–60 000 deaths².

Changes in outbreak drivers – urbanization and peri-urbanization, ease and speed of population movements, changes in work (e.g. mining and construction), with large numbers of workers being recruited internationally (e.g. Chinese workers in Angola) – have led to large urban outbreaks with international spread. Ebola has already demonstrated graphically what happens when a pathogen – even one not very transmissible – gets into a crowded, mobile, urban population. The West African Ebola outbreak of 2014–2015 began in a remote area but when it arrived in urban areas it spread explosively and was transported internationally.

These are just warnings of much bigger outbreaks to come – including the potential for Asian outbreaks in countries such as India and China, which harbour Aedes mosquitoes and are home to 2 billion people who are immunologically naïve for YF (Figure 1).

EYE goes beyond immunization activities to address the increased risk and adapt to changing YF epidemiology. An efficient surveillance system and the control of international dissemination are essential pillars complementing population protection. This can only be achieved through strong partnerships and collaborations across agencies, disciplines and sectors.

Figure 1: Probability of occurrence of the *Aedes aegypti* mosquito under current environmental and land cover conditions

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the World Health Organization concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. Dotted lines on maps represent approximate border lines for which there may not yet be full agreement.

© WHO 2017. All rights reserved.
Part 2.
Evolution of global YF risk

2.1. Recent changes in transmission dynamics

In the latter half of the 20th century the most frequent YF virus transmission patterns were either: (1) sylvatic – where the animal reservoir (non-human primates living in the forest or jungle) – infects tree-dwelling mosquitoes such as *Haemogogus* (in the Americas) and *Aedes* spp. in Africa, which in turn bite humans who enter the forest to hunt or work; (2) intermediate – where various *Aedes* mosquitoes species moving between the forest and human settlements are implicated, with humans serving as the hosts in the transmission cycle. This cycle can occur in rural villages and small towns, in what is called the “Emergence zone” in Africa, but large outbreaks have occurred when infected people from these rural settlements travelled to urban centres; or (3) urban, transmitted by *Aedes aegypti* which is capable of human to human transmission without needing to go back to the wildlife reservoir. Urban outbreaks are particularly deadly and disruptive and are more likely to cause international spread (Figures 2 and 3). More recently, although YF virus transmission patterns per se have not changed, the sequence has been increasingly short-circuited from sylvatic directly to urban, inter-human transmission. In Africa,
virtually all intermediate type outbreaks have led to outbreaks involving the *Aedes aegypti* (urban) vector. In contrast to Africa, no intermediate cycle was recognized in LAC and YF cases have been nearly exclusively sylvatic with very few small urban outbreaks, although large, unvaccinated coastal populations are at potential risk as was demonstrated during the 2017 yellow fever outbreak in Brazil.

**Vectors:** The worldwide resurgence of the primary vector responsible for urban outbreaks – *Aedes* species mosquitoes – means that globally, more cities and countries are at risk. The current global outbreak of Zika virus disease and continuing outbreaks of dengue fever and chikungunya disease, all caused by viruses primarily transmitted by *Aedes spp.*, are indicative of the success of, and threat posed by, *Aedes aegypti*. Wherever and whenever Zika, Chikungunya and dengue virus occur, this should alert countries to the possibility that YF virus could also be successfully transmitted in their communities.

**Environmental risk:** Deforestation, climate change, more incursions into forests and jungles for mining and oil extraction, construction and to clear land for agriculture are all increasing contacts between humans, the animal reservoir and the mosquitoes transmitting YF virus. Humans no longer stay at the edge of forests but move in, work there and move rapidly back to cities or large settlements (in a matter of hours), thus contributing to the potential rapid spread of YF virus. All these risk-amplifying factors – urbanization, large population movements, climate change and increasing exposure of workers to infected mosquitoes in jungles and forests (particularly those working in mining, oil extraction and forestry) – are driving the change in YF epidemiology.

**Figure 3:** Increased risk of YF urban outbreaks with international spread
**Human risk:** Movement of populations for commerce and due to civil unrest can often lead to lower population immunity, particularly in urban centres, as previously unvaccinated persons move to areas that might have benefited from vaccination campaigns earlier (e.g. Abidjan in Ivory Coast experienced outbreaks several years apart with a notable decrease in population immunity between outbreaks).

### 2.2. Risk specific to urban outbreaks

In urban outbreaks, population density, crowding, low levels of population immunity, daily population movements in and out of, and around, the city, as well as conditions conducive to high vector density such as plentiful breeding sites in and around houses, all contribute to increasing transmissibility, raising the risk of large-scale outbreaks.

Urban outbreaks are characterized by their rapid amplification, capacity for international spread, and impact not only on public health but also on economic, social and political life. The West African Ebola outbreak showed that when a pathogen spreads to capital cities it can amplify into a major epidemic on a scale never observed before. The public health impact of such outbreaks is huge and so too are the economic losses: in the Republic of Korea, an outbreak of Middle Eastern respiratory syndrome in June 2015 caused only 185 cases but paralysed the capital, Seoul, for several weeks, precipitating losses of millions of dollars in a matter of days.

Responding to outbreaks in large urban settings is challenging and costly and, in a globalized world, such outbreaks have impacts on travel and trade beyond the health consequences alone.

### 2.3. Updated risk classification

While the YF virus has caused outbreaks in many countries in past decades, it is still difficult to assess the risk of re-emergence. Such re-emergence depends on a convergence of factors, requiring virus circulating in the animal reservoir, infection in mosquitoes, and transmission to humans. Many unknowns remain. In this challenging context, specific criteria were applied to classify at-risk countries and propose preventive strategies. Given growing concern and perception of globalized risk, the number of reviewed countries was inclusive.

Forty-seven countries (34 in Africa, and 13 in Central and South America) are either endemic for, or have regions that are endemic for, YF³. In addition to these 34 African countries, Zambia was included where north-western and western provinces are areas of low exposure⁴.

---


The risk of YF epidemics varies within countries and the implementation of YF prevention measures need to be tailored accordingly. Most risk-reduction approaches need to be national in scope to account for population movements, feasibility, efficiency, consistency and sustainability. When a localized or age-specific risk is documented, some interventions might be targeted at a sub-national level or to a specific population (e.g., mass preventive or catch-up campaigns). For practical considerations, some national interventions will also be implemented by subnational increments.

Importantly, the maps displayed in figures 4 and 5 illustrate a public-health-intervention oriented YF risk approach at country level. Their purpose is different from the YF risk area maps developed for travellers in the context of the International Health Regulations (2005) (IHR) – such as those available from http://gamapserver.who.int/mapLibrary/Files/Maps/ITH_YF_vaccination_americas.png.

Africa

For Africa, a three-step approach was used to reclassify the 35 countries into different risk categories (high – moderate – potential) and to propose preventive strategies accordingly.

The first step is using estimation of crude risk for YF transmission based on timing and intensity of YF virus circulation in the country, estimates of the transmission potential in terms of the basic reproduction number, assessment of urban outbreak risk based on

Figure 4: Yellow Fever (YF) risk classification, by country as per the EYE Strategy: Africa, 2016
reports of recent or current outbreaks of *Aedes aegypti*-transmitted viral diseases. This analysis enabled identification of 27 “**high-risk**” and eight “**moderate-risk**” countries (Figure 4).

The second step is based on the estimation of the actual risk for YF disease cases and urban outbreaks, while the third step is to prioritize countries based on their level of risk.

The analysis also identified countries that neighbour areas with risk of YF and have reports of recent or current outbreaks of *Aedes aegypti*-transmitted viral diseases and characterized them as having “**potential for YF virus transmission**” and sustained urban outbreaks of YF.

**Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC)**

For **LAC**, YF is a significant public health problem for the 13 countries with endemic areas, and all are considered to be at **high risk** (Figure 5).

Over the last 30 years and through 2016, YF virus activity has been restricted to the enzootic area shared by the Pluri-national State of Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, French Guyana, Guyana, Panama, Peru, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, and the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.

**Figure 5**: Yellow Fever (YF) risk classification, by country as per the EYE Strategy: Latin America and Caribbean, 2016
Since late 2007, the region has experienced intense circulation of the YF virus with extensive epizootics (animal outbreaks) and outbreaks of human cases. In 2008, cases of YF were reported in the metropolitan area of Asuncion, Paraguay. Prior to this, the last confirmed urban outbreak of YF in LAC had occurred in 1942 in Brazil. This event, in addition to the proliferation of Aedes aegypti in the region, shows the high risk of migration that still exists in LAC. The endemic area was extended to include Paraguay and northern Argentina, because of human cases and epizootics detected in 2008. As of 2016, every country in the region with enzootic areas has added the YF vaccine to its national immunization schedule. In Argentina, Brazil and Panama, the vaccine is only administered in areas of potential risk, with enzootic activity - but this distribution might change after the large YF outbreak which hit Brazil in 2017.

YF circulation has not been identified to date in the Caribbean countries and territories, which are not endemic for the disease, except in Trinidad and Tobago. Yet the intense and rapid spread of both the Chikungunya and Zika viruses and recurrent dengue epidemics in large, densely populated regions of South America, Central America and the Caribbean outside the enzootic zone make them countries with “potential for YF transmission”, on the same basis as the risk categorization proposed for Africa.

---

5 only on the island of Trinidad
Part 3.

Public health measures for YF prevention and control

There are several measures that are integral to a long-term strategy aimed at eliminating outbreaks of YF, including surveillance and laboratory testing, vector surveillance and control, and vaccination.

3.1. YF disease surveillance and laboratory capacity

Sustained YF control strategies must rely on strong surveillance and diagnostic capacities to allow for early detection of outbreaks and rapid implementation of control measures that can help mitigate the risk of spread and the use of extensive resources. The recent Angola epidemic highlighted how limited surveillance and laboratory capacity worsen both the epidemic burden and spread: by delaying the detection of YF cases and clusters, the outbreak got out of control, reached a magnitude that required very resource-intensive containment measures and spread internationally by land and air through unimmunized travellers working in Africa. Strong surveillance and diagnostic capacity also enable an understanding of where the risk of YF is and to inform the allocation of appropriate resources. Surveillance informs targeting and intervention priorities by providing information on the evolving risk and the impact of preventive and control measures. In the case of YF, insufficient surveillance participated to the limited evidence of risk and lack of interest in controlling the disease.

Appropriate surveillance approaches for YF differ based on the level of risk of urban YF outbreaks, ranging from case-based, sentinel approaches to integrated disease surveillance and response (IDSR) approaches.

3.2. Vector surveillance and control

Both vector surveillance and control are components of the prevention and control of vector borne diseases, especially for transmission control in epidemic situations. For YF, vector surveillance that identifies prevalence of Aedes aegypti and other Aedes stegomyia species will help inform level of risk of an urban outbreak. Understanding the distribution of these mosquitoes within a country would allow a country to prioritize areas in which to strengthen their human disease surveillance and laboratory testing for yellow fever, including intensification of vector control activities.
There is currently a limited public health arsenal of safe, efficient and cost-effective insecticides that can be used against adult vectors. This is mainly due to the resistance of major vectors to common insecticides and the withdrawal or abandonment of certain pesticides for reasons of safety or the high cost of re-registration.

Sylvatic vector control (i.e. that occur in wild areas) is not feasible and urban vector control has proved challenging with limited impact on disease prevalence. As currently implemented, it has been unable to prevent epidemic Dengue, Chikungunya and Zika.

Behaviour change communication is an important element to ensure individuals are aware of their own role in protecting themselves from mosquito bites through personal preventive measures such as clothing minimizing skin exposure and repellents to avoid mosquito bites. The use of insecticide-treated bed nets is limited by the fact that *Aedes* mosquitos bite during daytime.

### 3.3. Vaccination against YF

There has been an effective and safe vaccine available to prevent YF since the 1930s. One dose of the vaccine provides lifelong immunity. The YF vaccine is affordable for public health programs funded by governments, costing an average of US$ 1.07 per dose in 2016, in 5- and 10-dose presentations.

Vaccine coverages greater than 80%, with a 60-80% security threshold, are necessary to interrupt local transmission (human-mosquito-human) of YF virus within a community and to ensure that sporadic unvaccinated cases do not generate additional cases.

There are four potential ways to improve vaccination coverage in high risk areas:

1. Implementing and strengthening coverage rates of childhood YF RI which is a long term approach to maintain population immunity as it takes 30 years to reach appropriate population immunity.

2. Conducting preventive mass vaccination campaigns which provide a shorter term and rapidly increased population immunity.

3. Implementing catch up campaigns which is a risk mitigation measure to close immunization gaps.

4. Maintaining a stockpile for reactive campaigns which ensures vaccines equity for YF outbreak response.

---


Each approach, as per described below, has potential obstacles and different costs.

**Approach 1: Implementing and strengthening coverage rates of childhood YF vaccination**

YF vaccine can be integrated into national routine immunization schedules and delivered through EPI in an integrated approach with other vaccines. Infant YF routine immunization is administered at nine months in Africa and 12 months in LAC, jointly with the first dose of measles-containing vaccines, at low operational costs and under feasible conditions.

When well implemented by strong health systems, YF routine immunization in the EPI can provide sufficient population immunity. However, it takes about 30 years to build the population immunity to adequate levels to potentially stop large scale outbreaks (see below Box 1). Once high level population immunity is established, the continued routine vaccination of new birth cohorts is a **sustainable long-term** approach to maintaining high levels of population immunity. If recently introduced or insufficiently implemented, routine immunization alone does not represent a safe approach to controlling the risk of YF epidemics, as recently demonstrated in **Angola**.

![Box 1: Population protected by routine immunization, preventive mass campaigns and combined vaccination strategy](image)

Current patterns of population movements, with frequent exchanges between sylvatic (or forest) and rural areas, are such that subnational approaches to risk control might not be adequate in all countries, especially if vaccination of travellers within a country is suboptimal. In these countries, a national approach might be more appropriate given the need for a comprehensive risk mitigation strategy.
Approach 2: Conducting preventive mass vaccination campaigns

Preventive mass vaccination campaigns (PMVCs) are the most efficient approach to rapidly increasing population immunity levels in high-risk areas and controlling the risk of YF epidemics on a short-term basis. However, population protection wanes rapidly, becoming non-existent after 25 to 30 years (see above Box 1).

Preventive mass campaigns target the at-risk population older than nine months. They have low vaccine wastage rates of around 5 to 10%. These one-time comprehensive campaigns are associated with operational costs of approximately US$ 0.65 per dose delivered. They are resource-intensive and require strong commitment at all levels (from political to community) as well as intense coordination between partners. By actively seeking to reach everyone and attaining high vaccine coverages, preventive mass campaigns contribute to strengthening health equity. Most countries are accustomed to campaign implementation and typically reach high coverages (>90%). However logistical challenges remain, particularly regarding waste management and monitoring of adverse effects following immunization. The capacity of a health system to overcome these challenges directly affects the quality of a mass campaign.

Approach 3: Implementing catch-up campaigns

Where there is low routine vaccination coverage and potential gaps in preventive campaign vaccination coverage due to population movements, mounting targeted “catch-up campaigns” would enable reaching under-vaccinated cohorts or pockets. These catch-up campaigns may target age-specific vaccination gaps or geographic areas where population immunity is low.

Catch-up campaigns are a reasonable risk mitigation measure in high-risk areas to close immunization gaps. They are resource-intensive, particularly as vaccination coverage surveys might need to be performed to determine areas with low coverage, and require the same amount of coordination and fixed costs as large-scale preventive mass campaigns. Catch-up campaigns are not a substitute to well-functioning routine immunization systems. Countries should be engaged to perform periodic assessments of their vaccination coverage in areas at-risk for outbreaks of disease in order to identify gaps in coverage and respond proactively. Assessments could be performed at regular intervals (e.g., every 5-10 years) or in response to large population movements or other factors that might impact coverage.

Approach 4: Maintaining a stockpile for reactive campaigns

A large supply of readily available YF vaccine can be kept for any future emergency response. Vaccine stockpiles enable a rapid access to a limited supply of vaccines, allowing countries to respond to YF outbreaks in a timely fashion. In a limited vaccine supply context, the international management of vaccine stockpiles is necessary to ensure an equitable distribution. Until optimal vaccination strategies are implemented to control the risk of YF and prevent epidemics, YF vaccine stockpiles will be necessary.
3.4. Targeting travellers and improving IHR compliance

The recent Angola epidemic highlighted how YF can spread internationally by land and air through unimmunized travellers (workers from China, Kenya and DRC). In Angola in 2008, there were 400,000 migrant workers from DRC, at least 220,000 Portuguese, and about 260,000 Chinese – figures which have since increased. In LAC, unimmunized “eco-tourists” lodging in forest areas are a recognized source of introduction of YF virus into non-forested areas.

The YF immunization status of travellers needs to be confirmed upon arrival into and departure from areas at risk for YF to prevent YF exportation to immune-naïve populations where the potential for local transmission exists.

Although little data is available, the International Health Regulations (2005)* are inconsistently applied in countries at risk for YF, upon airport arrival and at land border crossing. As experienced during the 2015 Ebola epidemic, personal data and health checks are difficult at points-of-entry. Nevertheless, lessons can be learnt from those experiences to inform strengthening of IHR compliance*.

The recent Angola–DRC YF epidemics also highlighted the need for uniform vaccination cards that are cheap but hard to counterfeit: viraemic unimmunized migrant workers used counterfeited cards to cross land borders and spread YF into immune-naïve populations.

Although cost figures are not available, they should be fairly low compared to vaccination and surveillance activities.

In summary

YF cannot be eradicated, but epidemics can be eliminated if population immunity levels are effectively raised through mass vaccination and sustained by routine childhood immunization. Different approaches enable detection of YF and mitigation or prevention of the risk of YF epidemics. They can be used alone or in combination, with varying impact. The most appropriate and cost-effective combinations of approaches depend on the level of risk of YF in a country.

It is important to emphasize that immunization programmes must maintain high levels of population herd immunity, and that cessation of routine immunization will eventually lead to a return of outbreaks, as happened in Senegal in 1965, about five years after routine immunizations were stopped.

---

* The main IHR (2005) provisions on vaccination and related certificates are Annexes 6 and 7 and Article 36. See the WHO International Health Regulations (2005), Second edition, 2008. Available at:

* Points of entry under the IHR (2005): http://www.who.int/ihr/ihr_brief_no_3_en.pdf
In West Africa, the **three-pronged approach** – including YF vaccine in routine immunization, performing mass vaccinations in at-risk countries/populations, and responding rapidly to outbreaks – has successfully controlled the disease. This three-pronged approach works and still provides the basic ingredients needed for an effective strategy. However, the change in risk both in vulnerable, fragile countries and internationally, and the resurgence of vectors, means the way in which these public health tools are strategically applied needs to be scaled up and tackled globally.

The risk-driven combination of strategic options to detect and control YF is proposed in Table 1.

**Table 1: Public health goal and combination of strategic options for YF detection and control by risk level**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country risk level</th>
<th>Public health goal</th>
<th>Combination of strategic options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| High                             | Protect at risk population              | • Three-pronged vaccination approach to maintain high population immunity levels (routine immunization, catch-up campaigns, preventive mass campaigns);  
                                  |                                        | • Monitoring of population immunity.                                                              |
|                                  | Contain outbreaks rapidly               | • Rapid response to outbreaks;                                                                    |
|                                  |                                        | • Case-based surveillance and laboratory testing;                                                  |
|                                  |                                        | • Vector surveillance and control.                                                                |
|                                  | Prevent international spread           | • Targeting travellers and improving IHR adherence (upon entry and departure);                    |
|                                  |                                        | • Readiness and health systems strengthening.                                                     |
| Moderate                         | Contain outbreaks in high risk areas    | • Sentinel surveillance and laboratory testing;                                                    |
|                                  |                                        | • Rapid response to outbreaks.                                                                   |
|                                  | Prevent international spread           | • Improving IHR adherence;                                                                       |
|                                  |                                        | • Readiness and health systems strengthening.                                                     |
| Currently not considered at risk but potential for YF transmission | Detect suspected cases early             | • Integrated surveillance and laboratory testing;                                                  |
|                                  |                                        | • Improving IHR adherence.                                                                       |
|                                  | Prevent introduction of YF             | • Readiness and health systems strengthening.                                                     |
Part 4.

Lessons learned from prior programs: obstacles to progress

4.1. Vaccine supply

A major block to achieve YF vaccine implementation has been the limited vaccine supply. Between 2013 and 2015, 15 countries among the 34 that introduced the YF vaccine into their routine immunization programmes reported YF vaccine stock-outs\(^{10}\) at national level, with consequences for national coverage. The problem is chronic related to supply and resource constraints as well as inadequate planning.

Vaccine supply has been continually challenged mainly by: (i) a sharp increase in demand after the YF investment case; (ii) regulatory and prequalification suspensions; and (iii) production problems leading to a situation in which supply has been below demand.

Global demand for YF vaccines has increased from approximately 20 million doses in 2001 to 90 million doses on average from 2012 onwards. This growth is mainly due to the demand generated by the resurgence of YF epidemics in Africa and the support provided by Gavi to endemic countries to access the vaccine. Due to growing population mobility and more frequent travels from endemic zones to non-endemic areas, the need for YF vaccine has increased.

To achieve effective YF control, demand and supply must match to allow a timely and effective risk reduction strategy. This will require the sustained engagement of the various stakeholders as well as robust mechanisms for need forecasting and market shaping.

Manufacturers need to continue ongoing efforts to increase overall production, but at the same time, a long-term consistency of demand must be achieved and commitment on number of doses and prices must be obtained. Successive YF vaccine roadmap efforts have not provided enough security to the manufacturers to justify investment and scaling up of production.

\(^{10}\) Defined as > 30 days.
4.2. Regional and country buy-in

Due to competing vaccine introduction priorities and limited political will, no new countries have introduced the YF vaccine into their national routine immunization programmes since 2008. The level of YF risk has not been strongly communicated. The absence of a regional goal and well-communicated strategy has left countries without direction on this issue. Regional and national technical advisory groups (TAGs) have a critical role in supporting countries to introduce the yellow fever vaccine into their routine programmes.

4.3. Implementation issues

Following the early success of the YF investment case, the Gavi Board endorsed additional support for African countries at medium risk of YF outbreaks in December 2013 through a Vaccine Investment Strategy (VIS) process. This was intended to extend support for mass preventive campaigns and routine immunization. Twenty-four countries in Africa have introduced the vaccine into routine immunization and 14 countries have conducted a PMVC since the beginning of the YF Initiative.

However, countries have been slow to apply to Gavi for support. Furthermore, in many countries vaccine coverage has stagnated. LAC countries follow the recommendations of the regional TAG to control YF in the region, which include the introduction of the YF vaccine into national immunization programs for children aged 9 to 12 months in every country with endemic areas.

In addition to supply insecurity, reasons cited for low vaccine coverage include weak vaccine management, inadequate or overly rigid vaccination practices, such as no vaccination given after 11 months, and unwillingness to open a 10 or 20 dose vial for one child only. Vaccine supply priority is always given to outbreak response.

As a result of these obstacles, childhood immunization coverage for yellow fever is too low to maintain sufficient immunity. Specific reasons for low coverage need to be analysed, addressed and monitored. Differences between measles and YF vaccine coverage (both given at nine months in Africa) also need to be monitored and reasons for lower coverage of YF better understood. In 2015, the median coverage in 22 African countries with both vaccines in national routine immunization programmes was 75% for the first dose of measles and 70% for YF.

4.4. The global emergency stockpile

Since 2004, the global emergency vaccine stockpile managed by the International Coordinating Group (ICG) for vaccine provision and funded by Gavi is at the level of 6 million doses. Until the 2016 epidemic in Angola and DRC, 6 million doses had been sufficient to control YF outbreaks in a one-year period. Only once had the 6 million doses been depleted (in 2008, to control an outbreak in Brazil and Paraguay). In 2016, the YF emergency stockpile has been replenished twice in order to respond to the increasing need

---

11 Source: WHO/UNICEF Estimates of National Immunization Coverage; WUENIC
of vaccine to control outbreak and interrupt transmission, bringing it up to 18 million doses. Gavi made an exceptional decision to cover the costs of stock replenishment, and therefore in 2016 the ICG stockpile financed by Gavi was 12 million doses out of the 18 million. Other contributors were the Central Emergency Response Fund, Bio-Manguinhos, the Government of Angola and the ICG revolving fund.

The rapid replenishment and increase of the stockpile has been possible thanks to excellent coordination and collaboration among vaccine manufacturers (reprioritizing their production plans) and the WHO-UNICEF working group, which has worked with affected countries to reprogram Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI) vaccine routine shipments and thus avoid country stock-outs, while at the same time maintaining 6 million doses in the stockpile, and finally to Gavi who has provided critical financial support for these exceptional requests.

In the future, a plan will be required for rapid scale up of production if demand exceeds the vaccine stocks.

4.5. Programme governance and resources

The longer term oversight of the YF initiative was provided to some degree by the YF partnership, made up of key public health partners around the world. The main focus of the group was to assist in the implementation of the preventive mass vaccination campaign, improve adverse event following immunization surveillance within countries conducting the campaign, and discuss YF virus disease activity and need for reactive campaigns. However, the group lacks the appropriate authority and infrastructure to address some of the key deficiencies in surveillance, laboratory capacity and case management and to address countries’ hesitancies to engage in activities to improve their YF vaccination coverage. Although partners within the group often worked together to address gaps (e.g., development of YF risk assessment protocol), the group lacked the ability to systematic identify and address research gaps. Strong participative governance will be key to the success of the strategy for eliminating YF epidemics as well as appropriate human resources and sustainable financial commitment at all levels.

4.6. A global problem

The control programme needs to be global, not only because the risk goes beyond national borders, but also because the supply issue needs to be addressed globally, for example by supporting Gavi-eligible countries in South America in the VIS. All countries need to be included in the global vision and provided with support, including by having access to the emergency stockpile.
Part 5.

**EYE vision and strategic objectives**

To respond to the increased risk of large urban outbreaks with international spread that could threaten global health security, a comprehensive, multicomponent, global long-term strategy has been developed to target the most vulnerable countries and regions, while addressing global risk by building resilience in urban centres and readiness in areas with potential for outbreaks, and ensuring reliable vaccine supply based on forecasted needs and demands, and shaped vaccine production.

Our vision: A world without yellow fever epidemics.

Our mission: Coordinate international action and to help at-risk countries to prevent yellow fever outbreaks and to prepare for those which might still occur, minimizing suffering, damage and spread by early and reliable detection as well as a rapid and appropriate response.

To achieve this, EYE strategy has three strategic objectives:

1. Protect at-risk populations,
2. Prevent international spread, and
3. Contain outbreaks rapidly.

The EYE strategy will only be successful if core activities are initiated immediately to provide cross-cutting support to the three central objectives. These activities are:

1. Affordable vaccines and sustained vaccine market
2. Strong political commitment at global, regional and country levels
3. Robust governance of the project with strong partnerships
4. Synergies with other programmes and sectors
5. Research and development for better tools and practices
5.1. Strategic objective 1: Protect at-risk populations (No epidemics)

**Action 1:** Where risk is high, vaccinate everyone

*Preventive mass vaccination campaigns*

To rapidly reduce the risk of outbreaks, it will be important to target areas at high risk of YF virus transmission and inadequate population-level herd immunity. While the primary goal is to build a barrier of human immunity in sylvatic areas and protect populations in the zone of emergence, the preventive strategies have to be national in scope to account for the reality of frequent and rapid population movements and to prevent urban outbreaks. A possible exception is Ethiopia, for which the south-western part of the country is scheduled for a PMVC as seroprevalence surveys and confirmed epidemics have indicated virus circulation in this area only.

*Catch-up campaigns*

Reported immunization coverage will be monitored and the overall vaccine-induced population immunity (PI) acquired through routine EPI, reactive and preventive campaigns will be calculated regularly, indicating which countries should be targeted for catch-up. An acceptable PI threshold for protection could be 70% (being the midpoint of the consensus threshold range for YF herd immunity of 60–80%). Further operational guidance will be sought on this aspect.

*In-country prioritization*

In countries with large target populations, national PMVCs will be mounted in multiple phases of subnational increments over several years, in a similar way to the introduction of the meningococcal meningitis A vaccine. In those circumstances, in-country prioritization of at-risk areas will be required. Campaign phasing will be developed with the countries themselves, on a country-by-country basis, based on factors including ecological criteria, population immunity and pragmatic consideration.

**Action 2:** Vaccinate every child

*Including YF vaccination in routine immunization schedules*

The best way to maintain high levels of immunity in high-risk countries is to ensure that all new cohorts are immunized in infancy. High coverage in successive cohorts of children will gradually ensure that the PI does not decrease after mass vaccination campaigns.

In Africa, all 27 countries at high risk need to protect all infants against YF by introducing the vaccine into their national routine vaccination schedule and ensure that high coverage is achieved. Most countries at high risk have introduced the vaccine into the national routine immunization schedule already. However, as of September 2016, five out of the 27 countries had not yet done so (Ethiopia, Kenya, South Sudan, Sudan and Uganda). It is expected that these countries will have introduced the YF vaccine into their routine immunization schedules by 2020.
Improving routine immunization performance

Simply introducing YF vaccine into routine immunization programmes is not sufficient to prevent YF outbreaks. In many countries routine immunization coverage is low at national or district levels. Exploration of, and an effective response to, reasons for this poor coverage – which are likely to vary between localities – will be key to successfully implementing this element of the EYE strategy.

Some important approaches include ensuring that the YF vaccine stock is reliable and that health facilities are well supplied, increasing political will to ensure that children are vaccinated, improving the knowledge and awareness of health care workers about the importance of childhood YF vaccination, linking prevention of measles and YF, and clearly defining targets and indicators. Demand creation has to be particularly strengthened, in liaison with stronger community engagement at all levels, communication and social mobilization efforts.

Special attention must be paid to reaching vulnerable, marginalized populations (e.g. street children, displaced populations and refugees) and those living in remote areas.

Action 3: Evaluate risk to prioritize resources

Risk assessment are critical (1) to allocate resources based on evidence, (2) to set priorities for interventions and vaccine implementation – catch up campaigns and mass vaccination – based on identified risks, (3) to inform on IHR classification if needed, and (4) to obtain clear records.

A comprehensive risk assessment methodology has been designed and applied in a number of countries in the last five years[^1]. Country results have been successfully used to guide preventive interventions and recommend – or not – preventive campaigns or introduction of YF vaccine into the routine EPI.

In Africa, it is currently not recommended to systematically conduct such risk assessment in the countries. The risk assessment exercise has value, in case of perception of changing risk in countries at moderate risk or with no evidence of YF virus circulation; or of country or regional request for revised classification, in particular for the IHR. Countries outside the current at-risk country list might also benefit from such an assessment, for the same reasons. The same applies in LAC. Further, in countries such as Brazil for instance, a risk assessment could also include obtaining clear records of already vaccinated individuals.

An overall shift of paradigm for the risk analysis is recommended, with a greater focus on regular priority setting and decision-making for resources’ allocation at global level - taking into account factors such as recent population dynamics (migration and urbanization) and evolving ecological conditions in addition to programmatic issues.

5.2. Strategic objective 2: Prevent international spread (No exportation)

The 2016 Angolan outbreak showed that a large urban outbreak in a transport hub increases the risk of local transmission and can rapidly spread to distant countries (11 cases were exported to China were dengue is endemic and population is immune-naive for YF). Fortunately, this occurred during a period when temperatures in China were too low for YF vector activity. Actions are needed to prevent serious risk of international spread.

**Action 1: Protect high-risk workers**

Globalization means that workers in a wide range of extractive industries (such as the oil and mining industries) and other sectors (such as construction and forestry) move into and out of YF endemic areas regularly and are at risk of both developing the disease and spreading it internationally. These workers are particularly exposed to sylvatic transmission when the activity is in forests or recently deforested areas.

Within the EYE governance mechanism (see Part 6, Keys of success for more details), ad hoc consultations involving companies from the major sectors affected (e.g. the extractive, construction and forestry industries, and the transportation sector) and public health experts is needed to develop strategies ensuring that all at risk workers, whether international or local, are protected. The private sector should be involved in this effort and ensure that staff and their families are protected.

**Action 2: Apply the IHR**

Because epidemic risk might exist through imported cases, strict implementation of the IHR for travellers in and out of countries at-risk for YF, as well as increased surveillance and preparedness, will be paramount to prevent, detect and respond to potential epidemic threats. YF vaccination requirements are clearly stated in the IHR, but are not being fully applied. Port and border control authorities need to be engaged to identify gaps and ensure that the vaccination status of all travellers entering and leaving endemic areas is known and appropriately managed. This is particularly important at points of entry in the at-risk countries.

All countries need to engage transportation agencies (e.g. the International Air Transport Association), airlines and border control agencies/customs to strengthen the control of YF immunization status, in line with the IHR, based on area of origin and destination, at entry and departure.

A particular problem is the production of falsified immunization cards or certificates as well as non-official card selling points. In addition to specific country control measures, a solution needs to be proposed at the global level to move towards a unique registration system and the creation of non-falsifiable cards.
**Action 3: Build resilient urban centres**

Large cities are vulnerable to epidemics due to the fact that viruses are more likely to be introduced and dense urban populations are more able to rapidly amplify transmission. Epidemics in urban settings are particularly disruptive. Building resilience to epidemic risks in large cities is essential for global health security and can be achieved through readiness plans and sustained vector surveillance and control programmes in cities.

**Readiness plans**

The risk reduction of epidemics in urban centres can be achieved through increased readiness (e.g. development of urban readiness plans) and the development of risk assessment and intervention plans for transportation hubs.

Urbanization has led to rapid demographic growth in capital cities where the risk of YF urban outbreaks is very high. Some countries have already identified this risk of epidemics and have developed emergency management plans. These are led by specialized agencies (such as the Lagos State Emergency Management Agency\(^ {13} \)), with possible focus on high-risk infrastructures such as airports and other transportation hubs,\(^ {14} \) or health care centres.\(^ {15} \)

Large urban centres at risk for YF outbreaks or at potential for YF transmission should be prepared to respond to YF outbreaks and develop readiness plans focusing on rapid implementation of an emergency vaccination campaign and control of transmission in transportation hubs (bus and railway stations, airports, ports). These plans should identify key resources and a highly trained core team of health care professionals (public health officers, laboratory experts, patient care and vector control specialists) who will be prepared to manage the entire outbreak response – including rapid risk assessment – and to tap into appropriate networks of experts and resources (e.g. the ICG, Global Outbreak and Alert response Network (GOARN), Emerging Diseases Clinical Assessment and Response Network (EDCARN)). Plans will detail coordination between agencies (roles and responsibilities, communication channels) in the preparedness phase (e.g. maintaining an appropriate pool of trained health care workers) as well as during the epidemic (e.g. leadership roles, decision-making, and engagement with partners).

Mass vaccination campaigns have proved to be particularly challenging in urban settings due to the size of area to be covered, the mobility of the population and logistic challenges of the operation. Specific preparedness efforts and plans are needed to ensure timely and rapid vaccination during urban outbreaks.

---


\(^ {14} \) “Preparing and responding to a public health event: Montreal Airport”, Public Health Agency of Canada

\(^ {15} \) [https://www.health.ny.gov/environmental/emergency/](https://www.health.ny.gov/environmental/emergency/)
Sustained vector surveillance and control programmes in cities

* Ae*des aegypti indices should be calculated regularly in cities at risk or with potential for YF. This monitoring should be integrated into urban emergency planning and trigger activities based on the estimated level of risk. These measures should be part of broader arbovirus surveillance and readiness in countries at-risk for Dengue, Zika, and Chikungunya as well.

Vector control of adult and larval forms requires sustained efforts to maintain low mosquito density, particularly re. *Aedes* vectors, which are well adapted to humans. Qualitative research should be used to understand what does and what does not work for *Aedes* control. Strategies involving all parties need to be developed.

5.3. Strategic objective 3: Contain outbreaks rapidly
(No sustained transmission)

The risk of large urban YF outbreaks has increased due to a combination of factors including rampant informal urbanization. The fast pace at which African cities are growing is challenging the capacity of health systems to provide adequate services including timely epidemic detection and response and prevention of international spread. The recent Angolan outbreak illustrated the heavy demand on international resources and capacity required to respond to large YF urban outbreaks.

Outbreaks are unusual events that require additional resources and partners. Planning is essential for a successful response as well as a good coordination of partners.

Rapid containment of an outbreak is essential to prevent amplification into devastating epidemics. It is dependent on early detection and confirmation; emergency vaccine stockpiles and rapid response.

Action 1: Detect early

As work proceeds to raise population immunity levels, outbreaks are likely to continue to occur. Strengthened surveillance and improved laboratory capacity should be in place to detect outbreaks early and contain them rapidly. In addition, better surveillance and diagnostic capacity provides more information to permit assessment of the evolving risk as well as the impact of preventive and control measures.

In all countries, the IDSR framework could be a foundation for YF surveillance. Means of optimizing YF detection and confirmation and integrating activities (training, sample transportation, laboratory confirmation, etc.) need to be explored and defined in each country. Community-based surveillance through initiatives such as community risk management and early warning social networks could be promoted. YF surveillance and testing capacities need to be integrated with those of other systems, such as for other arboviruses (e.g. Zika and Chikungunya), viral haemorrhagic fevers (e.g. Ebola) or other diseases for which stronger capacity was built over time (e.g. HIV).
All **high-risk** countries should be part of regional surveillance networks. The eight African countries considered to be at **moderate risk** need to raise their detection and confirmation capacities. A sentinel surveillance approach could be a practical and efficient choice to limit pressure on resources while achieving adequate capacity.

In Africa, a network for detection and laboratory confirmation of YF cases in the WHO African Region was established in 2001, with 21 Member States currently participating. This has enabled surveillance objectives, case definitions, investigation and laboratory methods, and other tools to be standardized across the network and to use the same information flow. However, the laboratory capacity in some countries is still too low to ensure early detection of initial cases. In LAC, the regional network of laboratories is integrated with arbovirus surveillance (Red de Laboratorios de Dengue de las Américas). Both networks need to be reactive and include an alert component.

The countries at **potential risk** for YF epidemics are not required to join the regional network but they should, as part of the country control plan, ensure that suspected cases with severe disease (e.g. people with haemorrhagic symptoms) are detected and investigated for YF.

**Action 2: Vaccine supply is ready at all times**

Emergency stockpiles ensure timely and equitable access to vaccines during emergencies. This is a critical element to contain outbreaks. In the VIS approved by the Gavi Board in 2013, the emergency stockpile estimation was a decreasing number of doses over the years from 6 million to a minimum level of 2 million doses in 2022. This estimation was made under the assumption that after mass preventive vaccination campaigns in the 12 highest-risk countries and the decreasing number of YF outbreaks in the period 2011–2015, the need for a large stockpile would decline.

After the large urban outbreak in Luanda and the risk of international spread, the ICG members (July 2016) reviewed the vaccine needs for the emergency stockpile and discuss a forecast for the next 10 years. Taking into consideration the rapid change in YF epidemiology in Africa and Latin America, the option of increasing the size of the stockpile has been reconsidered. Maintaining a large stockpile was not considered as the best investment given the low frequency of large outbreaks and decision was made to retain the emergency stockpile at the level of 6 million doses. The main difference with the previous stockpiles is in the availability of vaccine.

The new stockpile model will maintain a stock of 6 million doses at all times: a **Revolving Emergency Stockpile**. The stockpile will be replenished after its use to respond to an outbreak as soon as a vaccine becomes available. This strategy will allow responding to large urban or long-lasting outbreaks. Vaccine manufacturers should always have a constant level of vaccine in stock ready for shipment within 48 hours. UNICEF Supply Division (SD) and partners will closely work with the vaccine manufacturers to ensure and monitor the fact that 6 million doses of vaccine are always in stock.
The global emergency stockpile will be part of the annual demand for PMVC; therefore, UNICEF SD and vaccine manufacturers will rotate the stocks between the emergency, the vaccine for preventive campaigns and routine EPI stocks. With this revolving concept, there will be no wastage due to expiration of vaccines. To rapidly replenish the stock during long emergencies, of over 3 months, WHO and UNICEF SD will also work with vaccine manufacturers to optimize vaccine supply in 20 dose vials presentation, which could later be used in mass preventive campaigns.

The stockpile forecast will continue to be reviewed on a yearly basis as it is expected that in the context of the EYE strategy the risk of large epidemics will be eliminated, and need for vaccine for emergency response will diminish.

**Action 3: Respond immediately**

An effective yellow fever outbreak response revolves around rapid detection of cases, reactive vaccination, good case management, vector control and community mobilization.

Strengthened outbreak response capacity can be achieved through:

1. Streamlined YF investigation with an emphasis on assessing the risk of spread in relation to transportation hubs and population movements, PI and vector density;
2. Rapid laboratory confirmation and adaptation of the case definitions if needed;
3. Vector control interventions; and
4. Partnership and coordination involving multidisciplinary teams to conduct investigation and response interventions.

**Fractional dose**

In emergencies, when vaccine supplies are limited, use of a minimum effective dose – one fifth of the normal dose – may be considered. In October 2016, the Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on immunization (SAGE) supported its use as part of an exceptional response in a time when there is a large outbreak and a shortage of vaccine, to protect at-risk populations that would otherwise be left unprotected. The minimum effective dose, administered as a fraction of the volume of the normal dose, should induce a protective immune response equivalent to a full dose. Its use in Kinshasa during the 2016 DRC outbreak proved logistically and operationally feasible. Follow-up studies on immunogenicity and vaccine failures will provide further evidence to guide further practice.

**Pre-emptive campaigns**

Within the context of response to an on-going YF outbreak, public health officers may launch pre-emptive vaccination campaigns in anticipation of imminent epidemic threat in areas that are not affected by YF (i.e., where YF cases have not been confirmed) but face heightened risk and vulnerability, and where population immunity is low. The targeted areas are close to the ones affected by the outbreak and should be chosen according to a local risk assessment: population movement, vector density, surveillance capacity, etc.

---

Part 6.

Keys to success

The change in risk shows that the need for YF vaccine has increased. However, the EYE will be successful only if demand and supply are aligned to allow a timely and effective risk reduction strategy. This will require the sustained engagement of the various stakeholders as well as robust mechanisms for need forecasting and market shaping.

6.1. Affordable vaccines and sustained vaccine market

Since the inception of the YFI supported by Gavi, YF vaccine supply has improved significantly. In 2001, only two manufacturers were producing WHO-prequalified YF vaccine. This has now increased to four manufacturers: Sanofi Pasteur (France), Institut Pasteur de Dakar (Senegal), Bio-Manguinhos (Brazil), and Chumakov Institute (Russian Federation). Vaccine production capacity has quadrupled from 20 million to 80 million doses annually.

However, vaccine supply has remained one of the major obstacles to implementing mass vaccination campaigns, especially in countries with large targeted populations. Vaccine supplies available for preventive campaigns have been limited to 15 million people per year, and therefore some countries have had to phase their campaigns over two or three years, slowing down the risk reduction strategy.

Global supply outlook 2017–2026

The global supply of YF vaccines is expected to increase to between 105 and 132 million doses in 2017, to between 116 and 159 million doses in 2021, and to between 162 and 183 million doses in 2026.

Production capacity

The market for YF vaccine is not very attractive for manufacturers: it is small compared with that for other vaccines and the profit margin is low, providing little incentive for manufacturers to produce it. Apart from travellers, the vaccine is only used in endemic countries and only one dose is needed. The demand for YF vaccine is also unpredictable and very much driven by outbreaks, another disincentive for vaccine manufacturers. It is not expected that any new manufacturers will begin production in 2017, although production by existing suppliers is expected to increase starting 2017 as one of the manufacturers will be able to increase production through contracting out. Although the global production capacity is expected to rise uncertainty around the expected figures remains.
**Reliable production**

The YF vaccine production process is technically challenging and prone to unexpected quality or yield issues. It will also remain relatively inflexible to increased demand. In 2017, reliability is expected to improve because all manufacturers have made investments in production equipment and facilities between 2012 and 2016. Over the past five years, actual supply has been significantly lower than theoretical production capacity due to production reliabilities issues as a result supply was 10–20% below demand.

The increased capacity expected during 2017–2020 should be achieved by prioritizing and optimizing YF vaccine production and contracting manufacturer operations for filling and freeze-drying. New production capacity is mainly expected after 2021, when new facilities of two manufacturers will start production.

6.2. **Strong political commitment at global, regional and country levels**

In countries at greatest risk of YF epidemics, it is essential that leadership is committed to preventing epidemics and embraces the need to establish new synergies by providing local expertise and resources to implement EYE. Campaigns and strategies can only work if country ownership is genuine. Where public health strategies, including vaccination, are successful, it is primarily because local people have worked hard to improve the health of their communities and are committed to improving the nation’s health. EYE will only achieve its goal of eliminating epidemics if it is the people in affected countries who “lead the charge” against YF epidemics.

To achieve political commitment and country buy-in, the EYE strategy must include raising awareness at all levels, from the community to national and international leaders and partners. Understanding of the potentially devastating nature of YF epidemics should increase the eagerness of countries and communities to adhere to the opportunity that EYE offers to prevent this once and for all. At regional level, endorsement by political (regional committee) and technical (TAG) bodies will be instrumental to ensure EYE success.

6.3. **Robust governance and strong partnerships**

The development and the implementation of a YF long-term strategy require the coordination of a number of partners and countries as well as a transparent and effective mechanism for decision-making on tactical and operational issues. This mechanism should be flexible enough to adapt to the evolution of the risk. Through the implementation of EYE, solid governance need be underpinned by appropriate, sustained human resources at central and regional levels.

Based on the existing mechanism in place such as the YF partnership and the lessons learnt and other disease programmes, the EYE strategy brings together the following components:
The **EYE Secretariat** based at WHO (IHM) provides organizational support and ensures a smooth and efficient running of all activities of the leadership group, the program implementation group and the contributing partners. It collects and analyses data to monitor the EYE strategy, and disseminates information and knowledge. The secretariat will have focal points in the regions where yellow fever is present.

Oversight is provided by the **Leadership Group** composed of keys high-level members from the core institutions that form the governance of EYE in addition to WHO: UNICEF and Gavi. The Leadership Group provides political and strategic direction to the Programme Management Group, and final decisions’ approval. It also engages and identifies partners and donors in high-level discussions related to the strategy.

The technical direction of the EYE strategy is led by the **Programme Management Group**, also formed by members from Gavi, UNICEF and WHO. The Programme Management Group coordinates all activities to ensure timely implementation of the strategy and that goals and objectives are achieved, it provides overall technical guidance and ensures vaccine implementation.

The Programme Management Group is advised by working groups and experts, and is supported by implementing and contributing partners from a wide range of expertise and institutions – such as (but not limited to) those represented in the prior YF partnership. The group of EYE partners will be broad enough to provide expertise relevant to the many areas involved (e.g., vector surveillance and control, social mobilization, IHR, urban resilience, case management and risk communication), and flexible enough to integrate new partners as needed (e.g., the African Union and private sector partners from the extractive, construction, and forestry industries, and the transportation sector). Experts may come from the yellow fever partnership, advisory groups and experts groups such as the Vector Control Advisory Group (VCAG) for vector control and surveillance, or the scientific and technical advisory group on geographical yellow fever risk mapping (GRYF) for IHR. There might also be formal Call for Experts as needs demand.

Articulation of EYE with standing committees such as the regional technical advisory groups (TAG) for Africa and the SAGE and ICG is being designed and coordinated to allow integration, complementary roles, building on existing expertise and forums. The Programme Management Group, in particular, is a strong interface with ICG so that the management of emergency interventions and longer term preventive drives are integrated.

### 6.4. Synergies with other programmes and sectors

To optimize EYE’s efficiency and sustainability, conceptual and practical synergies with existing programmes/initiatives are sought and integration will be prioritized. Linkages can go both ways, and the EYE strategy can serve as a driver to raise awareness and preparedness in urban settings for other outbreak prone diseases.

---

Possible linkages include:

- Resilient cities programs such as steered by the Rockefeller Foundation, which could serve as platforms to develop urban readiness plans.

- Linkages with the private sector and occupational health units, involving companies from the major sectors affected (e.g. the extractive, construction and forestry industries, and the transportation sector) to ensure that at-risk workers and their families are immunized against YF and that facilities and networks exist to diagnose those suspected of being affected.

- Health systems and immunisation strengthening (HSIS) programs, to address discrepancies identified between YF and MCV1 or DTP3, improve overall routine immunization performance and build capacity.

- Vector-borne diseases activities, particularly for diseases involving Aedes spp. such as Dengue, Zika, Chikungunya, and possibly West Nile virus: synergies should be furthered regarding vector control activities and research, community engagement/behavioural change, social mobilization strategies for targeted interventions.

- IHR-related activities to enhance consistency between IHR maps and EYE risk assessment, and improve YF vaccination status control at land-border crossing. On this point, useful experience could be gained from the screenings done at informal, land border crossing during the West Africa Ebola outbreak in 2014-2016.

- IDSR: YF symptoms may be unspecific and integration efforts need to ensure that samples from patients presenting with haemorrhage and/or jaundice are tested systematically, even when not specifically mentioned. To this regard, options need be explored to build on the laboratory capacity, infrastructures and extensive networks developed for the polio and HIV programs.

### 6.5. Research and development for better tools and practices

A broad global coalition of experts with stakeholders, including public health agencies (particularly those in affected countries), academia, the biotech sector, industry, regulators, funding agencies and ethics committees will be formed as a specific working group under the umbrella of the governance body. Beside current priority research areas such vaccine, vector control, diagnostic and case management issues, the group will identify public health research priorities and activities. It will also ensure that the identified priorities and activities are considered within initiatives such as the WHO Research & Development Blueprint for Action to Prevent Epidemics or the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI).
Part 7.
Implementation, monitoring and evaluation

Urgent global action is needed to manage the threat posed by the potential spread of YF into urban areas and internationally to new populations. Whilst the EYE strategy requires sustained implementation over the course of 10 years, the majority of key actions must be initiated and swiftly advanced over the next four years (Figure 6). An initial urgent focus on vaccination strategies, urban readiness, IHR and protecting travellers and migrant workers moving into and out of at-risk areas, will be paired with securing of a vaccine stockpile for emergencies and strengthening of early warning and response systems. Systems and process to ensure long term sustainable global control of Yellow Fever will include strengthened routine vaccination programmes, expanded laboratory diagnostic capacity, improved vector and disease surveillance with effective data collation and information sharing, and implementation research to constantly refine and improve disease control practices.

Figure 6: EYE timeframes for implementation

- **Rapid action**: To contain & protect
  - Initiation of routine vaccination, phased mass vaccination, urban readiness plans, implementation of IHR, outbreak and emergency planning.

- **Intermediate action**: To build resilience & readiness
  - Ongoing routine vaccination, surveillance and diagnostic capacity.

- **Sustained long term action**: To eliminate risk
  - Building health systems capacity, urban resilience, ongoing surveillance, risk assessment, implementation research to refine and improve disease control practices.
7.1. Key milestones

The risk of YF transmission and the risk factors which drive it continue to evolve, so the implementation of the EYE strategy will need to be flexible to adapt to an emerging picture, incorporating ongoing risk analysis and reprioritisation, within and between regions, throughout the duration of the strategy.

| By end of 2017 | • EYE governance body is fully operational  
• The implementation plan including indicators and deliverable is ready  
• At-risk countries are engaged in the EYE strategy implementation |
| By end of 2018 | • 3 African reference laboratories are fully functional with confirmation |
| By end of 2020 | • All African high-risk countries have introduced the YF vaccine into routine immunization  
• Campaigns have been completed or are well underway in 3 EYE priority countries (including Nigeria)  
• 6 African sub regional reference laboratories are fully functional and an EQA/QC is fully functional for both serology and molecular diagnostic procedures |
| By end of 2022 | • At least 50% of the target population of high-risk countries of Africa has been protected through national preventive mass vaccination campaigns |
| By end of 2024 | • All African high-risk countries have diagnostic capacity to detect and confirm YF |
| By end of 2026 | • All high-risk countries have completed national preventive mass vaccination campaigns |

A mid-term evaluation is scheduled for 2021 to assess the progress and draw the way forward.

7.2. Regular updates

Assessing risk and setting priorities

Risk and priorities for implementation of the strategy will be reviewed annually by the EYE leadership group: it is expected that risk of YF epidemics will evolve throughout the 10-year implementation of EYE as a result of a combination of factors reducing risk, such as increased PI, and factors increasing risk, such as major population movements, state collapse, or climate change. As risk changes, immunization activity priorities will need to be adjusted accordingly.

Learning as we go

Experience gained from EYE’s development, implementation, monitoring and evaluation at all levels should be recorded, analysed, and made available on a regular basis with support from the EYE Secretariat, to build knowledge and serve as a source of inspiration and resources for other programmes and initiatives.
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